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the State : A little before the Death of Oliver Protector, a Whale came into
the BJver Thames and was taken at Greenwich. 'Tis said, Oliver was troubled
at it Nor was Science itself free from the taint, for the astronomer
Kepler was convinced that the planets, by their revolutions, produced
" a music of the spheres/' which was audible only to the sun, which
he believed to be the body of a divine spirit; while the great Newton
himself accounted for the tangential velocities of the planets, which
prevent them from falling into the sun, by supposing that, initially,
they had been hurled by the hand of God.
Although he shared in some of the delusions of his time, Aubrey
made many reservations in his beliefs. He says of Phantoms : Though
I my selfe never saw any such things ^yet I will not conclude that there is no
Truth at all in these reports. I believe that (extraordinarily) there have been
such Apparitions ; but where one is true, a hundred are Figments. There
is a Lecherie in lyeing: and imppseing on the Credulous : And the Imagination
of fearful! People is to admiration.
Even though he sifted the mass of evidence which he had collected
in this critical spirit, he was so much more of an antiquary than a
scientist that he could never bring himself to discard any of the
stories which he had so laboriously discovered. It may seem nauseous
to $ome> he apologised, that I have rakt up so many Western vulgar Proverbs ;
which I confess I disdeigne not to quote ; Pliny himself being not afraid to call
them Oracles. For Proverbes are drawn from the Experience and Observations
of many Ages: and are the ancient Natural Philosophy of the Vulgar, preserved
in old English and worse T&ythmes, handed down to us for our curious modeme
Philosophers to examine. And many years later, in 1688, Aubrey
thered all these anecdotes and traditions into one volume, The
waines of Gentilisme and ]udaismef in which he laboriously drew a
parallel between the superstitions of his own country and those of
Greece and Rome, and preserved for ever those meaningless customs
that are so dear to the hearts of anthropologists. In several parts of
Oxfordshire^ he reports solemnly, particularly at "Lanton, it is the custom
for the Maid Servant to ask the Man for Ivy to aress the Hous, and if the Man
denies or neglects to fetch in Ivy, the Maid steals away a pair of his Breeches
and nails them up to the gate in the yardf or highway.
In these collections, he tried sincerely not to rely purely upon
hearsay. Mr. Uierome "Banks as he lay on his Death Bed in Bell-yard^ said
Three Days before he died) that Mr. Jennings of the Inner-Temple (his great
Acquaintance, Dead a Year or two before) gave Three Knocks, looked in, and
said. Come away. He was as far from helming things as any man, Aubrey
said, and he reinforced the story by a similar experience of his own :
Three or four Dayes before my Father died, he writes, as I was in my Bed
about Nine a Clock in the Morning perfectly awake, I did hear three distinct
Knocks on the Beds-head^ as if it had been with a 'Ruler or Ferula. But even
though Aubrey had experienced this case of haunting himself, he was
not blind to the possibilities of charlatanry in other cases. In the time
of King Charles II, he reports, the Drumming at the House of Mr. Monpesson
of Tydwortb made a great Talke over England. They did have some times
Knocking*: and if they sayd: Devill, Knock so many knocks : so many
knocks would be answered : But Mr. Ettrick sometimes whispered the words :
it was then no returns.   But, says Aubrey with admirable common-
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